
  RouseChamberlinHomes.com
   17 home page links organized to be attractive and get people where they want to go quickly

WEB SITE - Complete redesign and reconstruction
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   RouseChamberlinHomes.com.com
   Home search web site - ad designed to appeal to other buyer need (affordable monthly payment)

ADVERTISING AND LANDING PAGE - Strategy and design

The magic to the success of these and the Facebook and Google ads began with strategy. Selling 
price is always shown for homes, but what most people need to know is: will the home payment fit 
their monthly budget. So people are forced to do their own calculations or guess. 

By advertising the starting monthly payment, I was able to attract people in a different way:
  - Renters “clicked” because the purchase price was close to their existing monthly rental payment
  - I took the focus off of cash needed at settlement or as down money, expanding my market 
  - Showing how just a little bit more money could buy a bigger and better home avoided rejection
       that might have occurred by showing the higher amount first (built-in upsell)
  - I moved the buyer focus from a particular neighborhood to a price range. RCH homes was further 
      removed geographically from where people started their search. By focusing on the one element 
      that often trumps location, we engaged those who might have initially ruled our homes out.
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   RouseChamberlinHomes.com.com
   Adcvertising placement, landing page and funnel to web site 

ADVERTISING AND LANDING PAGE - Strategy and design

This landing page is where the browser landed after clicking on the ad.

Now that we hooked potential buyers on one criteria, we could show the buyer the options they had 
with us and how close the pricing really was between the communities in terms of monthly payment. 

Here they can click and go directly into the community of their choice and see the details. They by-
pass the home page (for now) which would take them off track. 

This model is easily expanded to include more communities and also allows for replacing them as 
they become sold out.
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   ZenkerMarketing.com
   Conceptualization, design and implementation with work examples displayed throughout

WEB SITE - Complete redesign and reconstruction


